“AIRPORT FOR SALE” AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT

King Air
1980s King Air flies over campus. The airport is third busiest in Ohio. Some neighbors are concerned about noise and pilots are asked to use noise abatement procedures.

Artas weather-check system is donated to the airport, providing meteorological data 24 hours a day including airport identification, time, wind speed and direction, temperature, dew point, altimeter setting and density altitude.
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University trustees ban scheduled airlines at KOSU.

Airport Development Advisory Committee considers moving flight education to Bolton Field.

Airport for sale: University officials discuss selling the airport in 1986 and explore moving agricultural and aviation programs elsewhere. The cartoon depicts President Edward H. Jennings as King Kong, taking over the airport to sell it to developers (Suburban News). FAA opposes the plan. Discussion of selling the airport continues for decades.

350 flight students per year plus 150 continuing education students.